
Halakha

The Name of the Month of Iyyar
The month of Iyyar is referred to as the

'second month' in the Torah because it comes
after Nissan which is the first month of the
year. Iyyar is the Babylonian name for the
month. The name Iyyar is considered to be an
acronym in Hebrew for Ani Hashem Rofekha (I
am the L-rd your healer).

It is also called the month of Ziw
(radiance) in Sefer Melakhim (the book of
Kings-1:6). This is because the sun shines with
its full brightness during this month but is not
harmful as in the later summer months. It is
also called Ziw because of the buds that
blossom in the Land of Israel at this time.
Another translation of Ziw is bud.

Another explanation is that many of the
Children of Israel suffered in Egypt and when
they left, many had blemishes on their bodies.
They were healed during this month and
returned to their Ziw (radiance) and were in the
appropriate state to receive the Torah at Har
Sinai.

(See Sefer HaToda'ah, ch 10, Iyyar)

Parasha

 Tazriya'/¤aharoth: Holy Sons Come
Through the Merit of the Wife

x®k̈f̈ dc̈ §l«ï §e ©ri ½ ¦x §f ©z i´¦M (ÆdẌ ¦̀ ) When (a woman) conceives

and gives birth to a male child (Wayyiqra 12:2). The
acronym of the Hebrew phrase (Ki Thazriya' Weyalda
Zakhar) contains the letters of the word Zekhuth (merit).
The righteousness of the sons depends mostly on the wife.

We can see it clearly from Ya'aqob Abinu, 'a"h, who
thought he was marrying Ra¥el Immenu, 'a"h, but in the
morning found that it was Leah Immenu, 'a"h. Reuben was
born of this marriage, even though Ya'aqob Abinu's
thoughts were for Ra¥el Immenu whom he thought he was
with. Similarly, Yishai thought that he was with his maid
servant, but it was really his wife, and from this union King
David, 'a"h, was born.

From this we see how much is dependent on the
righteousness of the woman and the purity of her thoughts.
Both Leah Immenu and the mother of King David
(Ni£ebeth Bath 'Adael, according to the Talmud) purified
their thoughts and in their merit gave birth to holy sons.

(See ¡omath Anakh, Parashath Tazri'a)
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One Remembers after Early 'Arbith That One Forgot to Count
What should one do if, on Friday evening, one prayed the 'Arbith of Shabbath with the congregation,

while it was still day (before sunset), and then remembered that he had not counted the 'Omer for the
previous night, not on Thursday night and not during the day on Friday?

In a case like this, even though he has already prayed the 'Arbith for Friday night/Shabbath, he
should count the 'Omer for Thursday night right away, without a Berakha. Later on, when it has become
dark, he should count the Friday night/Shabbath count of the 'Omer, with a Berakha, and then continue with
a Berakha on all subsequent nights. (When we say that he counts with a Berakha from this point on, this
assumes, of course, that he had remembered to count every day up to that point).

(See Kaf Ha¥ayyim 489, Oth 82. Qi£ur Shul¥an 'Arukh of Rabbi Rafael Barukh Toledano 437, Oth 27)

If One Cannot Remember What Day of the 'Omer it is
What does one do if one cannot remember what day of the 'Omer it is before counting and has no

way of checking? In such a case one should not count with a blessing, since one does not know what day it
is.

If, however, one counted without a blessing and then found that it was correct, one continues
counting on subsequent nights with a blessing. Maran Mordekhai Eliyahu, 'a"h, writes that, therefore, the
right thing to do is to count without a blessing at night (and it is good to do so during the day as well) and to
say "Today is 'X' days of the 'Omer" and then say "Today is 'Y' days of the 'Omer".

In this way, if it subsequently turns out that one of the counts was correct, one can continue counting
with a blessing on the remaining nights.

(See Maamar Mordekhai [Eliyahu], Hilkhoth ¡aggim, 20:34)

   Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe ‘a”h 

Can We Change the Words of Our Sages? Part 1
In the Haf¿arah of Parashath Tazriya', we read about the honored General of Aram, Na'aman, who

had zrxv ¢ara'ath. His wife's servant, a young girl, who was captured from the Land of Israel, suggested that
Na'aman go to the Prophet Elisha, who could cure him. (It is interesting to note that  this young girl
understood the power of the prophet to heal the ¢ara'ath, which the king of Israel himself failed to).

Elisha instructed the General to bathe himself seven times in the water of the Jordan river. Na'aman's
initial response, full of contempt, was: "I thought that the prophet would simply come out to me, call out the
Name of his G-d, lifting up his hands to the One above and cure me! The rivers of Damascus are far better
than all the waters of Israel. I will bathe myself there and become cleansed!"

Eventually, though, he followed Elisha's instructions, as it says, ...the word of the man of G-d... (Kings
2, 5:14) and became cleansed.

HaRab Mordekhai Eliyahu 'a"h, writes (Ma'amar Mordekhai, Sefer Wayyiqra) that in all matters of purity and
cleanliness we must follow the word of the man of G-d, who are our ¡akhamim, without any changes.

(To be continued)
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